
ALT-POP BREAKOUT GUS DAPPERTON DROPS DREAMY NEW
TRACK “WET CEMENT”

LISTEN HERE - WATCH HERE

DOWNLOAD ART HERE

October 28, 2022 (Los Angeles, CA) – Today, singer, songwriter, and producer Gus Dapperton rolls
out his seductive new single, “Wet Cement.” Listen HERE via Warner Records. The melodic track
slowly builds, highlighting the 25-year-old’s impressive vocal abilities, before ending with a
rapturous guitar solo. It’s his first original release since he announced his signing with Warner
Records.
 
Beginning with gentle guitar plucking and Dapperton’s filtered voice, “Wet Cement” finds the
artist serenading life's impermanence. “Sunrise, tearing down the old,” he croons. “The light
moves fast, I still race it home.” Soon, other elements, such as piano, drums and layered vocals
enter the mix, taking the stripped-back lament to soaring unexpectedly euphoric heights. While
the journey is fleeting, he finds the beauty in the moment. 
 
“It had been about a year and a half since the release of my last record, Orca,” Dapperton says of
“Wet Cement.” That was a long time for me to discover new inspiration.” However, he knew
couldn’t force it. “‘Wet Cement’ talks about the push and pull, back and forth, and uncertainty of
life,” the artist continues. “Something I constantly battle is seeking the chaos and excitement of
change while knowing that routine and monotony may be what is best for me."
 
Throughout his career, the New York native has been careful to sidestep definition, crafting music
that defies genre and summation. It’s an experimental spirit that adds vibrant layers to “Wet
Cement.” Now, with the powerful new track he is poised to become an era-defining artist. 

https://gusdapperton.lnk.to/wetcement
https://gusdapperton.lnk.to/wetcementlyricvideo
https://wmg.sharepoint.com/:i:/s/US.WBR.Publicity/EfQn_ECS-X9LuIkCO9kIieUBxzEMtzGFD_fpettwj3ykYw?e=A6HQSb
https://gusdapperton.lnk.to/wetcement
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Follow Gus Dapperton: 
Twitter | Instagram | Facebook | YouTube | TikTok 
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